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The 5 Ws of Investigation

 

Who?

What?

Where?

When?

Why?

Investigation Meetings



Who attends?

 

A Manager

A Member

Local Representative or Labour

Relations Officer

A Human Resources Representative

Investigation Meetings



Stages of an Investigation meeting

 

Preparation

The meeting

Debrief

1.

2.

3.

Investigation Meetings



•Gather information

•Know your facts

•Who will say what during meeting

•Have a signal for caucus

•What facts to presents? What solution?

•What facts not to present

Investigation Meetings
Preparing for an investigation meeting



Investigation meetings are on the record

Be honest

Be confident not aggressive

Let the supervisor prove their case

Try to focus the discussion on how to solve the

problem

Investigation Meetings
During an investigation meeting



Who is taking the notes 

Date, time, place, page numbers 

Who is in attendance at the meeting

Who is speaking (use initials)

Times of breaks

Emotions

Investigation Meetings
Note taking tips



Be organized

Control the pace

Write clearly

Review notes post-meeting

Do not write personal commentary

Be mindful of confidentiality

Your notes could be used in an arbitration

Investigation Meetings
Note taking 



“The right to remain silent”

 

Members have an obligation to respond

honestly to employer’s questions

Invoking the “right to remain silent”

could be viewed as insubordination

Silence may lead the employer to draw

an inference

Criminal investigation

Investigation Meetings



Debrief

Discuss next steps

Investigation Meetings
After an investigation meeting



Discipline

What makes discipline and discharge cases different?

Employer’s obligation to prove just cause to impose the discipline
 

Different from other grievances where the union has to prove that the
employer did something wrong



Discipline

Questions to ask

Does the employer have just cause?
Is the employer using progressive discipline?
Does the punishment “fit the crime”? 
What else might be a factor? 
Did the employer give clear directions to the worker?
Are there mitigating factors?
Are there aggravating factors?



Discipline

What is just cause?

A valid reason to discipline or fire a worker. The worker must
have done something wrong, and the punishment must “fit the
crime.”



Discipline

William Scott and Just Cause

Three issues to be answered in a discipline
arbitration:

Has the employee given just and reasonable cause
for some form of discipline by the employer?
If so, was the employer's decision to discipline the
employee an excessive response in all of the
circumstances of the case?
What alternative measures should   be substituted
as just and equitable?

1.

2.

3.

Or:
Did it happen?
Does the punishment fit
the misconduct?
If not, what does?

1.
2.

3.



Progressive Discipline

Definition
A step-by-step approach to discipline. The process often starts with verbal
warnings and then moves to written warnings, paid or unpaid suspension, and
finally discharge
 
Forms/Stages

Verbal warning
Written warning (reprimand)
Suspension and final warning
Discharge



Mitigating Factors

Seriousness of the offence
Premeditation or repetitive conduct
A momentary or emotional aberration
Provocation
Previous discipline record and length of service
Previous discipline which did not correct the problem
Attitude of the grievor
Consistent treatment of the grievor compared with other employees in
similar situations
Any other relevant circumstances



Investigations are on the record and

upholding representation rights can be

critical

Discipline flows out of investigations

Just cause, progressive discipline and human

rights must be considered in the context of

the situation

Local rep and Labour Relations Officers

should be involved from the outset

Summary and Closing



QUESTIONS
 




